NUCLEAR

Stop

nukes

right

away

Alarm : YOUR HEALTH IS THREATENED
we do not want to be Guinea pigs at all
We live in one of the most nuclearized areas worldwide and the official bodies acknowledge
that the available data are insufficient and that there are not any recognized systems which
can measure accurately the scope of the nuke nobility. The recent cancer survey then carried
out within a lokm area around nuclear plants is sheerly insufficient as this considered area is
too small and studied pathologies too limited.
For instance,
no technique allows to
'trap' tritium from
industrial plants'
outflows whatsoever
The nuke lobby's solution is diluting radioactivity into water and air
to hide it. They then pollute
ever more locals. And they do so
over tens of kilometers... up to the
Camargue area Tritium :
Strontium 90, Plutonium, lode 129
could be found out into crops and
unsupportedly Into our food.

Radioactivity traces into vegetate have been found out as far as
room away from Marcoule, knowing that surveys carried out in lab
showed radionucleides ingested in food can trigger : intercellular
legions, DNA lesions, possible foetus damages (tritium crossing
over the placenta protection). That may lead to mutagen functional
consequence : in addition of cancer, heredity diseases, central
nervous system troubles, cognitive alteration, testicle atrophy,
chromosomic aberration, immunitary deficits, aging acceleration.
Not only your own health and that of your own children are involved
but in addition, in case of a major nuclear mishap whose risk rises
because of the facility aging, no insurance company will pay you
damages as insurance companies do not fully cover the nuke lobby
7 too dangerous, too hazardous, too costly.

They must enforce the warning
clause. We cannot accept any
radionucleides overflow. Let us carry
out our basic right to live within a
healthy environment.
For the right to be informed, the right to live
within a healthy environments :
Collectif antinucléaire 84 /calls people and workers for acting
. mail your witnessing messages about suspecting damages to
your neighbours' o'r your family's health
. take part into events to protect your health
. join citizens of Collectif Antinucléaire du Vaucluse (CAN84) :
Collectifantinucleaire84@hotmail.fr
Collectif Antinucléaire 84 is a member of la Coordination
Antinucléaire Sud-Est . For further information
http://www.coordination-antinucleaire-sudest.org

damages life right
through its daily use
by the permanent
contamination

The army and civilian nuke industry then damages life right
through its daily use by the
permanent contamination of
some low radioactive inputs day
after day because of their
releases into the air and rivers.
The nuke industry's radioactive
outflows into the environment
damage your health. Some
French official bodies (IRSN,
ASN) presently confirm and acknowledge it and they state some
systematic underestimation of
this danger.

Tchernobyl, Fukushima, Provence, France, World
same enemy, same fight

STOP NUKES RIGHT AWAY

